
Item no.: 382286

MCE992 - Maclean metal detector, with discriminator, pinpoint accuracy, yellow

from 107,77 EUR
Item no.: 382286

shipping weight: 2.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Three-tone sound discrimination:a sound signal with three different tones (high, medium, low) assigned to different metal typesLCD display shows:-likely metal type-depth of target
position-discrimination and cutting range (DISC and NOTCH)-sensitivity level (SENS)-battery charge status-numerical value of discrimination (DISC) and target (TARGET)Notch
mode:By setting the notch range (ignore), the device skips metal debris and recognises more valuable objectsDISC:Discriminates the selected targetSuper Slow Sweep
Identification:Different types of metal are discriminated when the coil moves very slowlyHeadphone jack:3.5mm, for connecting headphonesWaterproof 10" search coil:enables
searching in shallow waterAdjustable probe arm:allows the arm length to be adjusted to the user's height, ensuring comfortable working with the devicePower supply:two 9V alkaline
batteries required (not included)PINPOINT locationof the find/target with PP technologyMaclean Energy MCE992 has a forearm handle and adjustable probe arm length. The
measurement results are shown on a clear LCD display and an acoustic signal sounds. To avoid attracting attention, simply connect headphones to the 3.5 mm jack socket.What
makes our detector different from similar models on Allegro? Our detector is the only one with a large, modern 25 cm (10") coil, an adjustable forearm cuff, a modern electronic
module built into a secure console made of high-quality material. In addition, our detector is coloured canary yellow, just like Garrett's products.The detector has a discrimination
setting and an additional headphone connection. Thanks to the good balance of the device and the comfortable arm grip, the searcher's work becomes even more pleasant.Search
depths(approximate):Small objects, e.g. coins: up to 22 cmMedium objects, e.g. pistol: up to 40 cmLarge objects, e.g. knight's armour: up to 80 cmVery large objects, e.g. armour:
up to 160 cm Very large objects, e.g. armour: up to 160 cm. Armour: up to 160 cmTechnical dataMetal detector with discriminator, LCD3.5 mm headphone connectionPower supply:
2 x 9V battery (not included)Motion detection modes: all metals, discriminator, notchSensitivity setting: 8 levelsSensitivity: ± 22 cm (depending on the type of material)Signalling with
different tones: 3 tonesSignal strength display: 8 segmentsLCD: 47 x 76 mmPinpoint: yesVolume control: yesLow battery indicator: yesSearch coil size: Approx. 25 cm
(10")Operating temperature range: 0°C to 40°CStorage temperature range: -20°C to 60°COperating frequency: 6.6 kHz
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